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In the spirit of generosity, the Student Development and Activities Office, in collaboration with the Central Student 
Government (CSG), embarked on a heartfelt initiative to impart valuable life skills to the parents of Sulivan 
National High School in the City of Baliwag, Bulacan. This transformative event unfolded in two parts: a dedicated 
session on Financial Literacy and an engaging Tree and Vegetable Planting activity involving selected Grade 7 
students. 
 
The financial literacy session took shape as a beacon of empowerment for parents, facilitated by the insightful 
guidance of Mr. Sammy Pagaduan. His expertise illuminated the importance of financial literacy in even the 
minutest aspects of community life. The gathering became an interactive forum, where ideas and strategies were 
shared, fostering a collective journey towards financial literacy. 
 
Simultaneously, the verdant grounds of Sulivan National High School became a canvas for environmental 
stewardship. With the invaluable support of Mr. Ronald Fabros from the Department of Environment and Natural 
Resources (DENR) CENRO III, plant seedlings were provided, and the significance of trees and natural 
resources was passionately discussed with the students. The Tree and Vegetable Planting activity not only 
connected the students to nature but also instilled in them a sense of responsibility towards the environment. 
 
Though not grandiose in scale, this initiative was a resounding success. The collaborative efforts of the Student 
Development and Activities Office and the CSG were not measured in materialistic terms but in the wealth of 
knowledge shared. The belief that this knowledge could blossom into profound positive change for the Sulivan 
National High School community echoed through the event. It was a testament to the enduring impact of small, 
meaningful gestures, a narrative of empowerment and growth sown in the hearts and minds of students and 
parents alike. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/CSGNUBaliwag/posts/pfbid02KbZQ7j6Bbx2AR6iR12PtsZHbG3SRcrkv9XCnKrfgb1

Xm53cGVt7HNgfDaVfh9v77l 

https://www.facebook.com/CSGNUBaliwag/posts/pfbid029QjT9HyT85esfXh1uxWfb1ChLhbmBDiFvRb92mwq5

ockjPmoGmuZoeZoQP54npF2l 
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